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La Champagnerie 

"A Wine Heaven"

If you need to see the real meaning of libation, head to La Champagnerie.

The lounge has over 50 wines on the menu, in addition they also serve

champagnes and cocktails. The place has a wonderful ambiance with

enthusiastic crowd and excellent service. The decor is old school with

wood flooring and exposed-brick walls that make the place a bit rustic. If

you are a wine enthusiast order your favorites but if you wish to be

adventurous, La Champagnerie will spoil you with choices. Rely on their

friendly staff for suggestions, they will not disappoint you. A decent food

menu is also available to complement the drinks.

 +1 514 903 9343  www.lachampagnerie.ca/  info@lachampagnerie.ca  343 Rue Saint Paul East,

Montreal QC
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Eggspectation 

"Lovely Egg Delight"

Eggspectation gives breakfast its due, focusing on egg-focused dishes

with delicious sides. Hand-squeezed juices and fresh fruit smoothies give

you a burst of energy with signature choices like the Honey Blue and

Perfectly Pink. Signature dishes like the Yolk Round the Clock, grilled

bagel with sunny-side egg, bacon, and cheese served with Lyonnaise-style

potato; Eggsuberant, two eggs cooked to choice with pancakes, grilled

meat, and tomatoes are fast favorites. Their twist on classic Eggs Benedict

are worth a try too. The menu is extensive and there is plenty to choose

from for a savory or a sweet breakfast meal.

 +1 514 288 6448  www.eggspectation.ca/co

mplexe-desjardins/

 info-cd@eggspectation.ca  190 Sainte-Catherine West,

Complexe Desjardins,

Montreal QC
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Burger Royal Restaurant 

"Burgers Worth Drooling"

Burger Royal Restaurant, surely, is one of the places serving fresh and

juiciest burgers. They have a huge variety of burgers available in three

sizes. Their meats from grain-fed and antibiotic free chicken and beef are

processed and ground internally. The hand-made patties are huge and

bursting with flavors. This burger shop is not only for meat-lovers, but also

for people who are vegetarian or diet-conscious. They have a separate,

delicious range of burgers for them. Burger Royal also has a list of

milkshakes and side appetizers with are equally tasty.

 +1 514 282 0002  burger-royal.com/  info@burger-royal.com  3820 Boulevard Saint-

Laurent, Montreal QC
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Burger Bar Crescent 

"Burger Mania"

Run by Chef Brian, the culinary team at Burger Bar Crescent cooks up a

variety of delicious burgers with delicious fillings. Dig into their Wild

Shroom Burger which is stuffed full of sauteed mushrooms, garlic

mayonnaise and caramelized onions or take on the challenge of eating

their humongous Supersonic burger which has bacon, cheese, dill pickle,

tomatoes, banana peppers and onion rings. Having won first place at the

Best Burger in Montreal competition, this place definitely takes this all-

American dish to the next level. A number of zippy cocktails and classic

drinks are also available here to go along with your meal.

 +1 514 903 5575  www.montrealburger.com

/

 ari.burgerbar@gmail.com  1465 rue Crescent, Montreal

QC
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La Belle Et la Boeuf 

"Generous Portions of Food"

La Belle Et la Boeuf (Beauty and the Beef) is mostly loved by group of

friends for various reasons. Main reason is the environment inside, ever-

inviting, loud because of music and too friendly. They hold amazing tattoo

workshops and other events very frequently. Another reason of its

popularity is the big portions that they serve in their burgers and other

food dishes. The cocktails and burger meal go perfectly to create a

heavenly meal experience.

 +1 514 507 8558  www.belleetboeuf.com/  labelletelaboeufmtl@gmail.

com

 1620 rue Sainte-Catherine

Ouest, Montreal QC
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